
Dear researcher at SDU

Below you will find the September edition of the eScience Center’s newsletter, where
we give you an update on the recent events at the Center and our services, which aim
to support your innovative modern research through HPC (High Performance
Computing) and cloud infrastructure.

We did not rest on our laurels during the summer.

The first eScience User Forum took place in June, where our users gave us valuable
feedback on our services as well as good suggestions for new services and
support/training material. We are planning on organizing another User Forum in
approximately 2 months from now, where the discussion topics will be more specific. In
July, a highly requested new feature was added to UCloud: Public IP addresses. In
August, the eScience Center joined LinkedIn and returned to Twitter.

The calendar for the fall is also full of exciting events:

On the 1st of September we welcomed a new employee to our research support
team/SDU Front Office, Dr. Erik Kjellgren, and on the 2nd of September the second
webinar in our series of webinars took place. The topic this time was “Teaching
Through UCloud” (recordings are available on our Youtube channel now). For October,
you don’t want to miss the online AI For Science GPU Bootcamp that DeiC Interactive
HPC (previously known as HPC Type1) and Nvidia have joined forces to organize on
the 13th and 14th of October.

The next eScience Center newsletter will be out in November.

Did you miss our webinar?
In case you missed the second
webinar, Teaching through UCloud, in
our series or would like to rewatch it, we
have made the recording available on
our YouTube channel. Here, you can
also find the recording of Read more …
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Welcome to our new employee
The SDU eScience Center is expanding
its research support team/SDU Front
Office this month. Dr. Erik Kjellgren has
joined us from the 1st of September.
Erik already knows the SDU research
environment well, as he has a
background Read more …

The eScience Center is now on LinkedIn
We have launched a new LinkedIn
profile for the eScience Center, where
we will be sharing all the news posted
on our webpage. If you want to keep
track of what is going on at the Center
Read more …

New UCloud feature: Public IPs
We are always looking for ways to
improve and develop our services. As a
new feature on UCloud, public IP
addresses are now available on demand
via project applications. This new
feature makes it possible to access
Read more …
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AI For Science GPU Bootcamp
The National Facility for Interactive HPC
and Nvidia are organizing an online AI
bootcamp on the 13th and 14th of
October 2021. Researchers can learn
how to apply AI tools, techniques and
algorithms to real-life problems Read
more …

Recap of the first eScience User Forum
The first eScience User Forum took
place on Monday the 21st of June with
participants from across the faculties at
SDU. We received valuable feedback on
our services during the 4 discussion
sessions as well as good Read more …
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